De Gruyter and our Publisher Partners will offer digital access to the thousands of print books held in university and college libraries.
What’s included in the bundle:

- **De Gruyter**
  - 1650
  - 35838
  - Complete works of Nietzsche, Marx, Engels, Kant, Schleiermacher, Tillich plus books by Chomsky, Max Planck, Einstein
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Princeton University Press**
  - 1927
  - 6032
  - Annals of Mathematics, Collected works of Coleridge, Jung, Writings of Kierkegaard and Jefferson
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **University of Toronto Press**
  - 1936
  - 4000
  - Collected works of Erasmus, John Stuart Mill, Northrop Frye and Lorenzo Da Ponte Italian Library
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Columbia University Press**
  - 1658
  - 3552
  - Over 100 Book Series including the Columbia Business School Series and the Studies in History, Economy and Public Law
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Harvard University Press**
  - 1917
  - 3352
  - The Letters of Thackeray and Longfellow to Lectures from W.E.B. Dubois and Oliver Wendell Holmes
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Cornell University Press**
  - 1930
  - 2908
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **University of Pennsylvania Press**
  - 2000
  - 2579
  - Renown titles on cultural and urban studies
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Yale University Press**
  - 1898
  - 2527
  - 1,500 titles from Penn’s Anniversary Collection including the Studies in Health, Illness and Caregiving
  - [Click for more info](#)

- **Yale University Press**
  - 1959
  - 2356
  - Titles from over 85 Book series made available. Over 1,000 titles in history, law, literary studies and theology and religion
  - [Click for more info](#)
OVERVIEW
What’s included in the bundle:

**UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS**
- **1928**
- **2295**
- Over 180 Book Series made available including The Mark Twain Library and Papers and Works of John Dryden
  
**THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS**
- **1954**
- **2199**
- Titles from almost 100 Series made available including 325 titles from The National Bureau of Economic Research
  
**RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS**
- **1961**
- **1695**
- 60 Book Series including the Critical Issues on Health and Medicine as well as Crime and Society
  
**NYU PRESS**
- **1982**
- **1539**
- Award-winning titles, especially in race, ethnicity, gender, and youth studies, unify all their publishing disciplines
  
**HUMANITAS VENICE**
- **1979**
- **1298**
- Academic titles in the field of the humanities and directed to Hispanists and Latin Americanists
  
**UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI’I PRESS**
- **1938**
- **1202**
- A distinguished list in Asian studies and a recognized leader in the fields of Buddhist studies and Southeast Asian studies
  
**ISERAS PUBLISHING**
- **1970**
- **985**
- The largest publisher of academic books that focuses on Southeast Asian politics, economics and social issues.
  
**MULTILINGUAL MATTERS**
- **1994**
- **510**
- Leading publisher in applied linguistics, literacy education, immigrant language learning and second language acquisition
  
**AKUP**
- **1997**
- **368**
- Over 60 Series including Film Culture in Transition, Changing Welfare States and Protest and Social Movements
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